The advent of new technology and genetic approaches that isolate specific interneuron cell types has now permitted the precise function of interneurons in cortical circuits to be understood. One subtype of interneurons, chandelier cells (ChCs, also referred to as axo-axonic cells), are a unique class of cortical interneuron that selectively innervate the axon initial segment of PCs. This positions them to serve a pivotal role in regulating PC output to downstream targets. Confirmation of this idea has remained elusive due to poor genetic markers for ChCs. In addition, whether ChCs serve to inhibit or excite PC output is a subject of controversy [3] .
In a recent study, Lu and colleagues performed an elegant set of experiments to understand how ChCs in the prelimbic (PL) subdivision of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) function in cortical circuits at both the local and global level [4] . Specifically, the authors sought to disentangle how ChCs are recruited to influence two separate subnetworks of PCs in PL: the PL-BLA network versus the PL-PL interhemispheric network [4] .
To selectively target ChCs, the authors used tamoxifen induction in pregnant Nkx2.1-CreER;Rosa26-loxpSTOPloxpTdTomato (Ai14) mice at embryonic day 17.5 to label a specific subset of layer 2 (L2) ChCs throughout the frontal cortex. They next used two retrograde tracerscholera toxin subunit B conjugated with two distinct fluorophores -to label and isolate two projection-defined PC subpopulations within PL (contralateral PL ! PL vs. PL ! BLA). Paired wholecell patch recordings revealed a striking difference between the two subpopulations insofar as L2 ChCs favored innervation of BLA projecting PCs over contralateral PL projecting PCs.
The authors next sought to characterize the inputs that recruit this distinct population of ChCs. To this end, they examined local excitatory inputs within PL that converge onto L2 ChCs. They recorded ChCs synaptic currents after spikes were evoked in either BLA-projecting PCs or contralateral PL projection PCs. Interestingly, they found that a population of contralateral PL projecting cells preferentially innervates ChCs compared to BLA-projecting PCs despite the fact that BLAprojecting PCs were physically closer to ChCs. The authors confirmed these results using an optogenetic approach and provided compelling evidence that L2 ChCs receive stronger and denser innervation from contralateral PL projecting PCs (i.e., ChCs are recruited by a different population than they themselves innervate, creating a unidirectional circuit). Importantly, the authors also demonstrated that this pattern of connectivity does not hold true for parvalbumin (PV) positive interneurons. PV interneurons innervate the perisomatic region of PCs and did not show selective connectivity with a projection-defined subset of PCs in PL. PV interneurons displayed extensive, nonselective reciprocal connections with
